Extrametricalityand English
Stress

Bruce Hayes

1. Introduction
One distinguishingtrait of generative phonology is a belief in the explanatoryvalue of
notational devices: in many cases, the invention of a good notation has revealed the
simplicitybehind systems that initiallyseemed complex. A good formaldevice takes on
a life of its own, revealingpreviouslyunseen connectionsand stimulatingfurtherinquiry.
A successful notation also increases our understandingof how complex phonological
systems can be learned by children: if children undertakelanguage learningequipped
with some mental analogue of our graphicformalisms,their task is a much easier one.
In this article, I offer a small extension of our set of formaldevices, the extrametricality
rule, and attempt to demonstrateits explanatoryvalue.
In the metricaltheory of stress, a syllable is called extrametricalif it is ignored by
the stress rules; that is, treated as if it were not there. This notion was first introduced
in Libermanand Prince's (1977) pioneeringarticle as a means of handlingthe deviant
stress patterns of words like allegory, a'lligator,and Aristotle. These words are exceptionalin thatthey have branchingconstituentson the rightthatare labeledweak;compare
Aristotle with the regularanecdotal:
(1) Aristotle
s ws
s

w
w

anecdotal
s w sw
w

s

Libermanand Prince (hereafterLP) suggested that if certain cases of word-final-y, -r,
and -1are extrametrical,then the word trees in which they appearcan be labeled by the
normal rule for nouns, which makes final nonbranchingconstituents weak. Aristotle
would thus be labeled in the same way as, say, anecdote:
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(2) ainecdote
s w w
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Aristotl
s wsW

VV

LP equivocate on the formal means by which syllables are to be designated as extrametrical,but opt tentativelyfor an analysisbased on Chomskyand Halle (1968, hereafter
SPE), in which surface final [i,1A] are derived from underlyingnonsyllabic /y,r,l/ by a
rule of Sonorant Syllabification, which applies after metricallabeling:
(3) Sonorant Syllabification
[+son]-

[+syl]/C

__C

In a later note, however, Nanni (1977) pointed out that essentially the same behavior
that is displayedby -i, -!, and -r is found in words endingin the suffix -ative (cf. imitative,
innova'tive),where an analysis in which a final syllabic sound is derived from a nonsyllabic sonorant would be impossible. Nanni's analysis of -ative shows that extrametricalitymust be a diacriticpropertyof at least some morphemes.
My purpose here is to extend the notion a step further,arguingthat languagesmay
contain extrametricalityrules, which may apply to large segments of the vocabulary.
The use of extrametricalityrules will be shown to have explanatoryvalue in capturing
insights about the English stress system, in the treatment of word-final syllables in
languages where stress is sensitive to syllable quantity, and in the construction of a
universal theory of possible foot shapes.
What does an extrametricalityrule look like? With a couple of doubtfulexceptions,
the candidates known to me all adhere to the following format,
(4) X -> [ + extrametrical] /

ID

where X is single phonological constituent, such as rhyme, segment, consonant, or
suffix; and [ . . . ]D iS the domainin which the stress rules of the languageapply (usually
the phonological word or phrase). There are two claims embodied in (4). First, the
materialmarked as extrametricalmust always be a single, unvaryingunit, so that, for
example, we could not replace the familiarLatin stress rule with a rule of final stress
plus an extrametricalityrule of the form (5):'
(5) (CoVC)(VCo) -*[ + ex] /

]word

The second claim of (4) is that extrametricalityis assignedonly at the rightedge of stress
domains. This generalizationholds true of a large numberof stress systems, but may
not be absolute; see the discussion of Winnebagostress in Hayes (1981, 71-72). It thus
may be necessary to include the mirrorimage of (4) in the theory as a markedoption.
' In this respect extrametricalitydifferscruciallyfrom the notion of "stripping"developed in Lee (1969;
1975).
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Let us now consider two examples of extrametricalityrules. Accordingto McCarthy
(1979a,b), the stress pattern of Classical Arabic (and some of its modern descendents)
is based on the distinctionof light (CV), heavy (CVV and CVC), and superheavy(CVVC
and CVCC) syllables. Stress falls (a) on superheavysyllables, which may occur only in
phrase-finalposition; (b) otherwise, on the rightmostnonfinal heavy syllable; (c) otherwise, on the initial syllable. Some examples are as follows:
(6) kaatibaat
yusaariku
mamlakatun
kaitaba

'writer(fem. pl.)'
'he participates'
'kingdom(nom. sg.)'
'he wrote'

One way of looking at the patternof (6) is to say that word-finalsyllables are demoted
one position down the hierarchyof syllable weight: superheavysyllables are treated as
heavy, while heavy syllables are treated as light. We can then say that stress is placed
as far to the left as possible, subject to the condition that only light syllables may be
skippedover. The "demotion" of word-finalsyllables is accomplishedstraightforwardly
with an extrametricalityrule of the form (7):
(7) Final Segment Extrametricality
[ + seg] -[ + ex] /
]word

Once (7) has applied, we can proceed with the stress derivation. Following Selkirk
(1980), I assume that the feature [+stress] is to be excluded from phonological representations, to be replaced by a division of the prosodic structureinto a level of feet,
dominatedby a word tree. In Classical Arabic, we can say that at the right edge of the
word, a metricalfoot is constructed which is left-branchingand unboundedin size, and
in which all syllables dominatedby rightbranchesmust be light. AdoptingMcCarthy's
formalism, we express this by requiringthat all right branches dominatenonbranching
nodes on a projection consisting solely of syllable rhymes. Sister nodes of the foot are
labeled s w:
(8) kaatibaat mamlakatun yusaariku
aa i aat
am a a un u aa i u
aa i aal

am a a uv

u aa i dA

aa i aal

am a a uv

u aa

F

s w ww

sw

V
11

V

s

F

F

d

rhymeprojection
Final Segment Extrametricality
Foot Construction
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After the applicationof Foot Construction,a universalconventionto be discussed below
adjoins the final rhyme of yusaariku to the neighboringfoot. The complete metrical
structureinvolves the creation of a word tree which is right-branching,with sister nodes
labeled w s. For clarity I will represent the division between foot and word trees with
a horizontalline, as follows:
(9) kaatibaat
ww

mamlakatun yusaariku
s

www

ws

ww

It should be clear from these derivationsthat an extrametricalityrule can carry out just
the demotion in weight of final syllables that is needed to derive the Arabicstress pattern
with a maximallysimplefoot constructionrule. Similarextrametricalityrulescan account
for the deviant criteriafor syllable weight in final position that are found in many other
languages, for example Hindi, Meadow Cheremis(Hayes (1981)), Ancient Greek (Steriade (1979)), Estonian (Prince (1980)), and Spanish (Harris(forthcoming)).
Stress in Hopi, as discussed in Jeanne (1978), is another case in which extrametricality provides a straightforwardanalysis. As (10) shows, Hopi stress normallyfalls
on the first syllable if it is heavy, and on the second syllable if the first syllable is light:
(10) a.
b.
c.

ta'avo
paawikYa
?acvewa
lestavi
qotosompi
melooni

'cottontail'
'duck'
'chair'
'roof beam'
'headband'
'melon'

I hypothesize that this pattern is the result of applyingthe following rules:
(11) a.

b.

At the left edge of a word, construct a foot on the rhyme projection,such
that
1. the foot contains at most two syllables;
2. the left node of the foot, if any, dominatesa nonbranchingrhyme;
3. the sister nodes are labeled w s.
Incorporatethis foot and any leftover syllables into a left-branchingword
tree, in which sister nodes are labeled s w.

Some examples of how (11) works are as follows:
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(12) naatihota ?acvewa melooni
e oo i
aa i o a ac e a
e oo i
aa i o a ac e a
www

s
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rhymeprojection
tree construction

Iv

w w

ws w

I
5

There is an additionalcomplicationin the Hopi stress rules that must be accounted
for: a disyllabic word always receives initial stress, even if its first syllable is light: cf.
koho 'wood', wari 'to run', laho 'bucket'. The problemcan be resolved if we assume
that there is an additionalrule in Hopi that marksword-finalsyllables as extrametrical:
(13) Hopi Extrametricality
syllable -*[ + ex] /

]word

Rule (13) forces the Foot Constructionrule to ignorethe final syllable of koho, resulting
in the construction of a nonbranchingfoot:
(14) a.

koho
o o
o 0
o 6

b. qotosompi
o o om i
o o om i
o o om i

rhymeprojection
Extrametricality
Foot Construction

ws

koho
s w

qotosompi
ws w

other rules

w

s

The two precedingexamples show that the device of rule-governedextrametricality
can play a useful role in the formulationof stress rules. What I wish to argue here is
that there are reasons to prefer the extrametricalityanalyses over other devices that
seem a priori equally plausible. For example, stress in Classical Arabic is handled by
McCarthy (1979a,b) under quite different assumptions. McCarthyclaims that the ca-
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nonical foot template for Classical Arabic is not uniformly left-branching,as I have
suggested, but ratherthat the rightmostnode of the foot is free. This allows word-final
heavy syllables to be skipped over without the device of extrametricality,as in (15):
(15) mamlakatun
am a a un
s www

rhymeprojection
Foot Construction

V sWl

The word-finalsuperheavysyllables are handledwith an entirelydifferentdevice, which
will not be discussed here. As far as I know, there are no language-internalgrounds
available to decide between McCarthy'sanalysis of mamlakatunand the one proposed
here. We can make an argument, however, if we address questions of stress rule typology. Following Halle and Vergnaud(1978),I assume that an adequatemetricaltheory
of stress rules must include an inventory of possible foot types. Each foot type may be
regardedas a template, usually of varying size, which is fitted to the string of syllables
or rhymes. I would hypothesize that the conditions on the terminalnodes of a foot are
of just two kinds: a terminalnode may be free, or it must belong to one of two classes
defined by some binarydistinctionof prominence,such as branchingversus nonbranching rhymes, long versus short vowels, high versus low tone, and possibly a few others.
Crucially,the same criterionof prominencemust be used throughoutthe foot template.
Here we will express templates as disembodiedtrees, usingX to designatefree terminal
nodes and x for nodes which must dominatemembersof the less prominentclass. Using
this notation, the foot templatesfor my analyses of ClassicalArabic and Hopi stress are
as given in (16a) and (16b), respectively.2
(16) a.

X (x) (x) (x) . . .
s w w w

V/l

b.

(x) X
w s

~~V

s,X
s

2
The templatesof (16) contain informationthat is in fact redundantunderthe theory:given a (left/right)
branchingfoot, it is in generaltrue that the optionalbranchesare the (right/left)ones, that only the (right/left)
nodes may be restrictedto the less prominentcategory,and thatlabelingwill usuallybe (s w/w s). Justification
for these claims may be found in Hayes (1981).
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McCarthy's analysis of Classical Arabic requires a somewhat differenttemplate, as in
(17):
(17) X (x) (x) (x) . .. (X)
s w w w
w
5

(17) is equivalent to (16a) with the addition of a free final node.
The argumenthere arises from the question of whether we can strengthenmetrical
theory by eliminatingany of these templates from the universalinventory. The data in
Hayes (1981) and other works indicate that the template (16a) is widespread:it is employed in all positions of the word, in numerouslanguages. By contrast, the template
(17) appears only in word-finalposition in all well-motivatedanalyses of which I am
aware. This is a mystery which extrametricalityis well suited to clear up: languagesin
which feet have the surface form of (17) are to be accounted for with extrametricality
rules, either rules of the form I have posited for ClassicalArabic, or in the simplercases,
just rules markingfinal syllables as extrametrical.The restrictionof such feet to wordfinal position follows from the more general restrictionthat extrametricalityrules apply
only at the rightedge of the stress domain;(17) need not be includedas a primitivefoot
template. We see, then, that althoughboth of the foot templates(16a) and (17) allow for
a descriptively adequateaccount of ClassicalArabicstress, only the formeris consistent
with a more restrictive, explanatorytheory of stress rules.
A similar argumentcan be made for the extrametricalityaccount of Hopi stress.
The most plausible rival analysis would be to posit a late stress fronting rule, which
would apply only in disyllables:
(18) Stress Fronting

##XX## >## xx##
w

s

s w

This rule would correctly front the stress in koho (< koho), but would not apply to
qotosompi, since the relevant w s constituent is not word-final(cf. (14b)). To decide
between the rival analyses, we can appeal to universal grounds. It appears that cases
similar to Hopi are fairly common; that is, languages in which stress placement is
calculated from the beginning of the word, but with an overridingrestriction that the
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final syllable must not be stressed (cf. Hayes (1981, 79)). As Hyman (1977, 42) points
out, however, the mirrorimage case is conspicuously missing: no languagecalculates
stress from the end of a word, with an overridingrestriction barringstress from the
initial syllable. Once again, the theory of extrametricalityoffers an explanationof the
phenomenon:if we use it to account for stress systems like Hopi, then the asymmetry
follows from the restriction of extrametricalsyllables to word-finalposition. This restriction is independentlymotivated by the role that extrametricalityplays in the construction of word-finalfeet, as in Classical Arabic.
Another foot template that extrametricalitywould allow us to eliminate from the
general theory is the one governing stress in Latin and a numberof other languages, in
which the antepenult is stressed in words of more than two syllables having a light
penult; otherwise the penult. Under orthodox metricalassumptions, this would follow
froma foot templateof the form(19a), alongwith a wordtree subordinatingany remaining
syllables in the word to the final foot. (19b) illustratesthis with words from Latin:
(19) a.

X (x) (X)
w

s

w

sw

b.

refectus
e ec us

refecit
e ee it

reficit
e i it

Ws w

w sw

s ww

However, all the known cases of stress templateshavingthe form (19a) appearin wordfinalposition (see Hayes (1981,67)). This fact againsuggests an extrametricalityanalysis,
in which the extrametricalelements are word-finalrhymes. The foot templatewould be
as shown in (20a), the mirrorimage of Hopi:
(20) a.

X (x)
s w
5V

b.

e ec .i
e ec d4

e ee it
e ee it

e i it
e i if

Extrametricality
Foot Construction

EXTRAMETRICALITY

refectus refec it reficit
ws

w

s

ws

w

Us
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other rules

s ww

V

Again, the restrictionof feet having the form (19a) to final position is a consequence of
the extrametricalitytheory, but would go unexplainedif we allowed (19a) as part of the
primitiveinventory of foot templates.
A final, trivial constraint must be added to our account: in order to stress Latin
monosyllables,we must assume thatextrametricalityrulesare blockedif theirapplication
would mark the entire stress domain as [+ ex]. This condition is apparentlyuniversal,
and thus should not add any cost to the grammarsof particularlanguages.
Thus far I have left aside the question of how extrametricalelements are adjoined
to the prosodic structure. I assume here that the constituent structureof syllables is
present in underlying representation, so that no adjunctionrule is needed for extrametrical segments; extrametricalitydoes not mean that these segments are unattached
from their syllables in any way, but simply that they are ignored for purposes of foot
construction. Extrametricalsyllables, by contrast, must be attached to feet by rule, if
feet are to be created in phonologicalderivations.We may tentativelyformulatea Stray
Syllable Adjunctionconvention as follows:
(21) Stray Syllable Adjunction(SSA)
Adjoin a stray syllable as a weak memberof an adjacentfoot.
SSA can be identified as the missing rule completingthe derivations of (8) and (20b).
Notice that a convention of this sort is needed in metricaltheory anyway, in order to
assign a metrical interpretationto syllables that are rendered stray after the feet have
been constructed, either throughdestressing (i.e. defooting)rules or throughsegmental
epenthesis and vocalization processes. I assume, then, that SSA is a universalconvention, which applies whenever it can after the rules of foot construction have applied.
Notice that (21) is formulated ambiguously in the case of stray syllables occurring
between feet. We will find evidence later to make the formulationof SSA more precise,
removing this ambiguity.
In this section, I have tried to argue for the plausibility of rule-governedextrametricality on universal grounds. The theory allows us to constrain the inventory of
possible foot templates; explains the restrictionof certain surface foot shapes to wordfinal position; accounts for the fact that special "avoidance clauses" such as the one
in Hopi refer to final syllables but not initialones; and providesan account of the deviant
criteriafor syllable weight that are found in final position. What is needed to establish
the extrametricalitytheory firmly, however, is to show that it can provide insights into
the workings of complex but reasonably well understood stress systems. One good
example, I believe, is Harris's(forthcoming)account of stress in Spanish,which adheres
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to an extrametricalityframeworkquite close to what is proposed here. In the remainder
of this article, the theory is applied to English stress. I will show that by using extrametricality, we can simplify the rules, capture new generalizations, and account for
previously unexplainedphenomena.
2. An Accountof EnglishStress
2.1. Productivityand Other Matters
An importantquestionfacing anyone dealingwith the English stress rules concerns their
productivity:do our rules represent some sort of mental reality for the native speaker,
or is the phonologist simply groveling in the muck left behind by historicalchange? As
Selkirk (1980, 596-597) points out, there is substantialevidence that English words are
listed in the lexicon already stressed (i.e. alreadyhavingmetricalstructure),ratherthan
having their stress derived as, say, aspirationwould be. We thus mightregardthe rules
that follow in a sense as lexical redundancy rules, despite their rather derivational
appearance.
The productivity of certain aspects of English stress is unquestionable.LP point
out, for example, that forms like podectal and ponitode ([paJn5D6wd]),which violate
the rules of foot construction, are not only missing from the corpus, but also sound
strange to native speakers. Notice also that the Russian words Ninotchka, ba'bushka
were borrowed into English with penultimate stress: the original Russian stressings
would be very strangefor Englishwords. However, these cases do not necessarily show
that there is a set of rules deriving stress in English. Selkirk (1980) has suggested that
speakers' knowledge about English stress is embodied only in their knowing the maximum possible size of a metricalfoot, the template being roughly as shown in (22):3
(22) COVCO
(COV)(COVCO)
w

s

w

s

Foot
Podectal, poni[D]ode, Ninotchka, and babushkaall constitute metricalfeet that could
not be encompassed by the template (22). They thus can be ruled out without a pho3Selkirk's templateis actuallyof the form (i),

(i) CoVCo(CoVCo)(CoVCo)
s

w

w

\V//
sX,
which incorrectlypredictsp6dectal, Ninotchka to be normalEnglishwords. I assume that this is simply an
oversight.
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nological stress derivation.Selkirkfurtherclaims that, contraryto derivationalatcounts,
there is no structuralpressure for feet to be constructedmaximallygoing from right to
left-that is, any sequence of feet that are less than or equal to the template of (22)
constitutes a regularly stressed word in English. Some examples supportingthis view
are antenna, Alabama, Mississippi, which with maximal feet would be stressed antenna,
Alabama, Mississippi.

Several considerationsargueagainstSelkirk'sclaim, however:(a) Historicalchange:
we will see below that the various changes that have occurred in English stress since
the eighteenth century can be explained as the removal of irregulardiacritic markings
from lexical representations.The explanationcrucially requiresthat we invoke a phonological derivation, in that the relevant words were well-formed in Selkirk's sense
before the change as well as after. (b) Experiment:Trammell(1978) has shown that
when subjects are asked to read unfamiliarwords of English, for the most part they
prefer pronunciationshaving feet that are maximal accordingto the rules that follow.
(c) The cycle: in Hayes (1981, 163-164), it is arguedthat there are serious reasons for
doubting Selkirk's explanation of the phonologicalcycle as being merely the result of
the language's history. Only a derivational account of English stress appears to be
adequate to explain cyclic phenomena.
On the basis of this evidence, I propose that English stress is both listed in the
lexicon and derived by rule; that is, that the output of the stress rules is stored in the
lexicon. A lexical entry in English is highlyvalued to the extent that its feet are maximal,
but more costly entries with nonmaximalfeet are also permitted.The claim here is that
languages may vary in the principles of maximalitythat govern foot construction. For
example, in Latin and Classical Arabic, feet must always have the maximumsize compatible with the foot template, so that stress is invariantand predictable. In Estonian
(Prince (1980)), maximalityplays no role for a part of the template, giving rise to free
variation in stress. English represents an intermediateposition: maximal feet are not
required, but, of the variants that are generated, one is always listed in the lexicon, at
a cost commensuratewith whether its feet are maximalor not.4
A few additionalpreliminaries:I assume LP's (p. 271) division of English vowels
into "long" and "short", where most long vowels surface as diphthongs.In the numbered examples, vowels will be transcribedorthographicallyin most cases, but phonetically where the length distinction is crucial. The proposals of Kiparsky (1979) for
constructingthe word tree are assumed, as well as (temporarily)the rule for word tree
labelinggiven in LP (p. 308). In section 2.7, we will find evidence for revising LP's rule
substantially.

4 Spanish(Harris(forthcoming))mightbe consideredas the counterpartof English:if we take the domain
of stress assignmentto be the derivationalstem, then we can say that the system prefersfeet of minimal size,
with maximalfoot constructionas the markedoption.
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2.2. ExtrametricalityRules in English
We can now examine in detail some of the stress placementphenomenaof English. An
areaof particularinterestis the stress behaviordisplayedby Englishverbs and unsuffixed
adjectives. These words receive final stress if they end in a string of at least two consonants or with a syllable having a long vowel, otherwise penultimatestress, as in (23):
(23) obey
atone
divine
discreet

astonish
develop
common
illicit

torment
usurp
robust
overt

The situation is quite similar to that of Classical Arabic: the criterion for prominence
in word-final syllables (at least in these words) is differentfrom the one that prevails
nonfinally, which (as we shall see) is simply the distinction between branching and
nonbranchingrhymes. The facts are easily handled by an extrametricalityrule of the
following sort:
(24) Consonant Extrametricality
[+cons]

-*

[+ex]

/

]word

If we ignore word-finaltrue consonants, as (24) specifies, then the foot constructionrule
for this class of words turns out to be identical to the rule proposed above for Latin:
(25) English Stress Rule

At the right edge of a word, form a maximally binary foot on the rhyme
projectionusing the templateX (x)-that is, the rightnode of a branchingfoot

V
must dominate a nonbranchingrhyme. Label feet s w.
The applicationof (24) and (25) is illustratedin the following derivations:
(26) atone molest develop obey
a owni o est e e op o ey
a owni o est e e op o ey
sw

ConsonantExtrametricalit
EnglishStress Rule

The surface metrical structuresare derived by furtherrules of foot construction, word
tree construction, and destressing, to be discussed below:
(27) atone molest develop obey
w s

w s

w s w

ws w

V V

V
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The stress pattern of nouns is somewhat different. Here, the final syllable always
receives stress if it contains a long vowel:5
(28) Manitou
monsoon

cavalc'ade
veto

misanthrope
planetoid

The final syllable also sometimes receives stress even if its vowel is short. The stressing
of these syllables is lexically idiosyncratic,althoughtendencies can be discerned which
are governed by the final consonant or consonants of the word (see Ross (1972)).
(29) mainiac Isaac
patrsnip ca'tsup
proton apron

insect
subject
gymnast tempest
narthex helix

Generally,the final syllable is more likely to be stressed if it containsa consonantcluster
or a noncoronal consonant in its rhyme. However, these are only tendencies, as (29)
shows.
The stressing of final syllables containing long vowels will be accounted for here
by a rule assigning them to a nonbranchingfoot:
(30) Long Vowel Stressing

VCo# -- VCo#
F
I further assume that final stress in words like those of (29) follows from their being
represented prior to the applicationof the stress rules with a word-finalmonosyllabic
foot:
(31) insect

parsnip

The loose regularities in final stressing discovered by Ross can be accounted for by
redundancyrules correlatingthe presence or absence of this final foot with the nature
of the final consonant(s).
In the nonfinal syllables of nouns having stressless final syllables, the situation is
considerably more regular: stress is generally assigned to a heavy penult, while the
antepenultreceives stress if the penult is light:
(32) America
discipline
labyrinth

Arizona
factotum
elitist

agenda
appendix
amalgam

The situation here is clearly the same as in Latin, and under our frameworkjustifies a
rule markingword-finalrhymes as extrametrical:
5Underlyingly;

cf. the discussion of Final Lengthening in LP (pp. 272-273).
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Given (33), no furtherrule is needed to stress the words of (32): the English Stress Rule
motivatedfor verbs and unsuffixedadjectives is sufficient.This is illustratedbelow with
the stressing of labyrinth, Arizona, and agenda:

(34) a
a
a
s

i in0
i iui0
i M0
w

a i ow a a en a
a i ow A a en A
a i ow A a en A

ConsonantExtrametricality
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule

a i iu0
sww

a i ow A a en A
sw
s w

Stray Syllable Adjunction

labyrinth Arizona
s w w

s wsw

X{AKI
s

I

w

VV\s

agenda

other rules

w

ws
s

This is our first argumentin favor of the extrametricalityapproach:with extrametricality,
we can capture the unity of stress assignment in nouns on one hand, and verbs and
unsuffixed adjectives on the other.
It is reasonable to inquire whether LP's analysis is also capable of capturingthis
generalization.If one takes the LP analysis at face value, the two cases can be collapsed
(p. 306), but at the cost of requiringthe stress rule to be based on segmentalsequences,
ratherthan syllable types. Elsewhere (p. 272, fn.), LP admit that the stress rules are in
all likelihood syllable-based.If so, the only solutionremainingto them would be to posit
deviant constituent structuresfor word-finalsyllables, along the lines of Prince (1980,
531). As far as I know, there is no independent evidence that would support such a
claim. In fact, the evidence from phonotactics argues against it: the restrictions on
possible syllables in English(Halle and Vergnaud(1978))cruciallypresupposethat wordfinal consonants form part of the rhyme, and thus would have to be included in the
domain of the stress rules, barringan extrametricalityanalysis.
Ourargumentreceives furthersupportfrom the stress patternof suffixedadjectives,
which is the same as that of nouns:
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(35) municipal
magnanimous
significant
innocent
primitive

adjectival
desirous
clairvoyant
complacent
conducive
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fraternal
tremendous
reluictant
dependent
expensive

These words contrastwith the unsuffixedadjectivesof (23), which are stressed according
to the pattern of verbs. We can account for the difference with the following rule:
(36) Adjective Extrametricality
[X]s.ffx -> [ +ex] /

]Adj

Rule (36) marks adjectival suffixes as extrametricalin final position. The stress pattern
of (35) then follows automaticallyfrom the English Stress Rule, as is shown below with
the derivations of magnanimousand reluctant:6
(37)

ag a i og

e uc ant

ConsonantExtrametricality

ag a i 09

e uc aitU

Adjective Extrametricality

ag a i 0

e uc ArX

English Stress Rule

s w

magnanimous reluctant
s ww

w

ws

SSA, other rules

w

s

To summarize,we have proposed two rules of foot constructionfor English words:
Long Vowel Stressing and the English Stress Rule. These rules interact with three
extrametricalityrules (Consonant, Adjective, and Noun Extrametricality)to produce
the relatively complex patternof stress found at the right edge of English words. Most
of the lexical idiosyncrasy occurs in short-voweled final syllables, where only vague
tendencies of stress placementcan be formulated.The constraintsembodiedby the two
stress rules, by contrast, are fairly rigid, providingan explanationfor the deviance of
LP's hypothetical *poni[D]ode (where Long Vowel Stressing has not applied) and
podectal (where stress has been retractedfurtherback than the English Stress Rule will
6 There are two
adjectivalsuffixes which are exceptions to Adjective Extrametricality:-ic and -id. Adjectives formed with these suffixes are regularlygiven penultimatestress, as if they were monomorphemic;
cf. intrepid,econ6mic. However, these two exceptions are greatlyoutweighedby the 18 regularcases; cf. the
list in Hayes (1981, 162).
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allow). The rules also explain why the Russian words Ninotchka and ba'bushkawere
adapted into English with penultimatestress.
2.3. Stress Retraction

In this section we will fill in some furtherdetails of our system, discussing how the feet
are constructed which lie to the left of the one created by the English Stress Rule. In
the course of doing so, we will discover an argumentthat supports our proposal to
construct word-finalfeet in English with the aid of extrametricalityrules.
The account of the English stress retractionpatternfound in LP is admirablyclear.
LP assume a segmentalrule of the form (38), which applies iterativelyfrom rightto left,
assigning all the stresses of the word:
(38) English Stress Rule (LP's version)

V

[+ stress] I

1+
Co(VCl)a(VCo)b

stress]}

The indices a and b allow for the suppressionof the parenthesizedmaterialin certain
morphologicalcontexts. For example, when the [ + stress] term of the rule analyzes the
vowel of the verbal suffix -ate, the term a is normallysuppressed. LP call the resulting
subrule Strong Retraction:
(39) Strong Retraction (LP)
V -> [ + stress] /
Co(VCo) [+ stress]

This rule accounts for the fact that -ate generallyplaces stress two syllables to its left,
without regardto the quantityof the precedingsyllable:
(40) design'ate
exacerbate
confiscate

concentrate
articulate
coruscate

salivate (cf. saliva)
fdeate7(cf. idea)

Similarly,when term b of (38) is suppressed, we derive the WeakRetraction subrule:
(41)

Weak Retraction (LP)

V

-

[+ stress] I

CO(VC) [+ stress]

Weak Retractionis triggeredby a fair numberof suffixes, such as -ite, -oid, and -ide:
(42) molybdenite
selenite

stalagmite
solenoid
archimandrite cy'anide

molliscoid
peroxide

Notice that it would be easy to carry over the LP analysis into a foot-based framework:
7 The last two examples are derived by a special provisionin the LP rule, not stated under (38): if the
rightmostterm of the rule analyzes [ + stress], ratherthan #, the termunderb is permittedto analyze a longvoweled syllable.
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we would simply attach the indices a and b to the two weak nodes in Selkirk's foot
template, as cited under (22). However, there is evidence to support a substantially
different approach to stress retraction in English: contrary to LP, we will claim that
Strong Retraction and the English Stress Rule are entirely separate rules. We further
propose that Weak Retraction is not a subpartof the English Stress Rule, but rather
that the two rules are one and the same.
We begin by formulatingour separate rule of Strong Retraction:
(43) Strong Retraction

Going from right to left across the word, group any unattachedrhymes into
metrical feet, using the template X (X)-that is, each foot has at most two
s

w

V

syllables; the rhymes of each foot are free to branchor not; and sister nodes
are labeled s w.
The application of Strong Retraction is illustratedbelow with the derivations of Apalachicola, difficult, and usurp:

(44)

i i ulf u urp
a a a i ow A
a a a i ow i
sw

i i ulf u urI

a a a i ow A

i i ulf

s wsw

s w

s

w

u urI

Apal'achicola dffficCultUsUIp
s

ws w

ws

w

w

\V

s

ConsonantExtrametricality
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule, SSA

Strong Retraction

WordTree Construction

s w

sw

w s

V

\s
Notice that when Strong Retractionapplies to usurp, only one syllable is present which
is not already incorporatedinto a foot. Since the two-syllable requirementon Strong
Retractionexpresses only a maximum,the rule is free to assign a nonbranchingfoot to
this syllable.
The rules we have presented are subject to the following extrinsic orderings:
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Long Vowel Stressing
Noun Extrametricality,Adjective Extrametricality
/

|

ConsonantExtrametricality

/7

English Stress Rule
Strong Retraction

Long Vowel Stressing must precede Noun Extrametricalityand Adjective Extrametricality because it stresses all long vowels in final syllables, regardlessof whether or not
they are in a position to be marked as extrametrical.The extrametricalityrules must
obviously precede the English Stress Rule, in order to obtain the results of the previous
section. Finally, the English Stress Rule must precede Strong Retraction, because the
latter begins its right-to-leftbinarycount at the left boundaryof the foot constructedby
the English Stress Rule: compare Apalachicola, where the secondary stresses fall on
even-numberedsyllables from the end, with haimamelidanthemum, in which they fall
on odd-numberedsyllables from the end. These words also demonstrate that Strong
Retraction may organize into feet only those syllables which do not already belong to
metrical structure:clearly the wrong results would be obtained if we allowed the rule
to rebracketthe syllables already provided with structureby the English Stress Rule.
It will be importantin what follows to show that the English Stress Rule differs
from Strong Retraction in this respect; that is, that it can delete structure that was
assigned earlier in the derivation. The evidence for this comes from cases in which the
stress rules apply cyclically, in words like parental and homonymous:
(46) [a en] al [o o i] os
s w

s

earliercycles (cf. piarent, homonym)

w

s w
a enat
s w

V

o o i 09
s w

lastcycle:
Adjective Extrametricality

s w
a en a

o o i 09
s w

English Stress Rule
(deletes earlierstructure)

EXTRAMETRICALITY

parental homonymous
Ws w

w s'w
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SSA, other rules

w

W \v~~~sC
5

If the English Stress Rule were forced to respect the foot boundariesassigned earlier,
we would expect the stressings *parental and *homonymous.
Now that we have established a fairly explicit analysis, we can present a rather
striking argument for it: unlike LP's system, the new theory makes it by and large
unnecessary to mark individualsuffixes for the mode of retractionthey trigger. Their
retractionbehavior follows automaticallyfrom the rules of extrametricality,which are
needed anyway. Consider first how the analysis will handle the Strong Retractionbehavior of the verbal suffix -ate. The first rule to apply will be Long Vowel Stressing,
which will create a nonbranchingfoot over -ate itself:
(47) designate coruscate
e ig eyt o us eyt

Long Vowel Stressing

The extrametricalityrules come next in the ordering,of which only Consonant Extrametricalityis applicable.We then applythe EnglishStress Rule, which, it will be recalled,
ignores the boundariesof feet created earlierin the derivation.The rule will accordingly
apply vacuously in this case, restressingthe final syllable:
(48) e ig eyt o us eyt

ConsonantExtrametricality
English Stress Rule

The next rule is Strong Retraction, which constructs a binary foot over the first two
syllables of both words, without regardto syllable quantity.The end result follows from
Word Tree Construction:
(49) designate coruscate
s w
s w
s

w

s

StrongRetraction
WordTree Construction

w

It should be clear that under a theory that applies the English Stress Rule and Strong
Retractionas separate rules in the order given, the status of -ate as a Strong Retractor
follows automaticallyfrom its being a verbal suffix, hence not extrametrical.
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Let us now examine two typical weak retractingsuffixes: -ite and -ine. We will
derive two examples, the noun stalactite and the adjective elephantine. In both words,
the final syllable will be stressed early in the derivationby Long Vowel Stressing:8
(50) stalactite elephantine
a ac ayt e e an ayn

Long Vowel Stressing

The extrametricalityrules will apply next: Noun Extrametricalityto stalactite and Adjective Extrametricalityto elephantine(since -ine is an adjectivalsuffix). We then apply
the English Stress Rule and Strong Retraction:
(51) a ac tt

e e an Ayv

a ac 24tt e e an AYv
sw

Noun Extrametricality
Adjective Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
Strong Retraction

The final result derives from Word Tree Constructionand destressing:
(52) stalactite
Ws
s

w

V

elephantine
sw
w

s

w

~Vl

sw

It should be noted that these derivationsare almost exactly the same as the derivations
of other nouns and suffixed adjectives, such as amalgam and reluctant. The only difference is that the words of (52) have long vowels in their final syllables, so that they
are stressed by Long Vowel Stressing.
The general prediction of the analysis is that the Weak Retractionpattern should
be observed whenever a stressed syllable is made extrametrical-that is, to the left of
stressed adjectival suffixes and stressed final syllables in nouns. Takinginto account an
additionalrule motivated in section 2.5, the predictionis generally correct, accounting
automaticallyfor the Weak Retractioncharacteristicof the following suffixes:

8 Elephantinewill actually have a cyclic derivation,as discussed below. The effects of the earliercycle
will not be relevantto the argumentmade here.
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(53) a.

Adjectival WeakRetractors
-ane, -ary, -ate, -ative, -atory, -ile, -ine, -oid, -ory, -ose
b. Nominal WeakRetractors
-ary, -es, -i, -ide, -ine, -ite, -oid, -on, -ory, -ose

The adjectival suffix -ate, which occurs in words like apostate, ecostate, intestacte,and
aristacte,9points out an interestingadvantageof the presentanalysis. Underour account,
it follows automaticallythat -ate shouldbe a WeakRetractorwhen it occurs in adjectives,
but a Strong Retractor in verbs: the difference follows from whether or not Adjective
Extrametricalityis applicable.By contrast,underLP's account, the retractionproperties
of each suffix are listed idiosyncratically,so thatan ad hoc statementwouldbe necessary.
A further argument can be derived from the history of English stress retraction
around the first half of the nineteenth century. As Halle and Keyser (1971) point out,
priorto this time verbal-ate was a fairlyregularWeakRetractor,while the long-voweled
nominaland adjectivalsuffixes often triggeredStrongRetraction.The shift in retraction
behavior can in both cases be regardedas a step toward regularizingthe system: the
verbs ending in -ate took on the normalpatternof verbs in not havingtheir final rhymes
marked for extrametricality,while the nouns and adjectives, which earlier had to be
markedas irregularin not havingextrametricalfinal rhymes, simplylost theirexceptional
markings.
Our theory clearly needs some furtherwork to be firmly established:in particular,
we must show that Noun and Adjective Extrametricalityare fairly regularprocesses,
and that Strong Retraction is in general adequate to derive all of the feet found to the
left of the foot assigned by the English Stress Rule. None of these claims appearsto be
true on immediateinspection (cf. Haickensack,me'rcantile,Winnepesatukee),
but a closer
look at the facts will show that each claim can in fact be supported.
2.4. The Phonological Cycle
In this section we will discuss the role of the phonologicalcycle in the present theory.
We will find that cyclic application of the rules proposed here provides a substantial
advantage over the LP theory, as well as handlingthe most commonly cited evidence
for the cycle, pairs like compensation - condensation.10
Recall that under the LP analysis, all stressed suffixes in English are diacritically
marked for their mode of retraction, which can be Strong (- a in rule (38)), Weak
(- b), or Long (with neither term of (38) suppressed).Further,LP assume that on each
phonological cycle, the stress rule iterates leftward until the syllables of the word are
exhausted. It is easy to show that under these assumptions, there is no one diacritic
9 I assume that in the unmarkedcase, the syllable division of V s [ - son] V sequences is V s/[ - son] V.
For justification, see Hayes (1981, 147-149).
10 A furtherargumentfor the cycle appearsin section 2.6.1. Manyresearchers(e.g. Selkirk(1980),Schane
(1975))have denied the validityof the cycle. For some refutationof their claims, see Hayes (1981, 163-164).
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markingthat will derive the correct stressing in words ending in the suffix -ation. If
-ation is a Weak Retractor, secondary stress will appearincorrectlyon the second syllables of words like foresta'tion, indignation, coruscation, confiscation, and Obfuscation."
If -ation is a Strong Retractor, we incorrectly derive words like *djplomajtizajtion,
*democratization, *legitimization, and *syllabification. Finally, the Long Retraction
mode fails in generating stressings like *standardization, *solemniza.tion, and
*fraternization.

It is undeniablethat stress retractionin English is subject to lexical idiosyncrasy,
even among the better-behavedsuffixes. However, in the case of -ation, the LP analysis
fails quite seriously, in that the surface positioningof secondary stresses to the left of
-ation is in fact quite predictable:they fall on the syllables that are stressed in the word
from which the noun in -ation is derived, excepting those syllables that have been
destressed by generally accepted rules. The same pattern is found among other morphologically complex words; cf. the second syllables of domesticity, abnormality.The
situation clearly suggests cyclic rule application,but with an added complication:after
-ation has been stressed on the topmost cycle, we must somehow prevent any further
stressing from taking place. One additionalfact makes the problem more difficult: because of words like indignation, compurgation, and ostentation, it will not do to say

that -ation triggersno retractionat all, in that retractionmust be allowed in cases where
the derivationinvolves only one cycle. In this context, -ation appearsto act as a Strong
Retractor.
We will now show that the analysis proposed here, without modification,can account for all of the facts. Recall that the English Stress Rule and StrongRetractiondiffer
in whether they must respect the boundariesof feet constructedearlierin the derivation:
Strong Retraction obeys these boundaries, while the English Stress Rule obliterates
earliermetricalstructure.Keepingthese propertiesin mind,let us considerthe derivation
of the word fraternization. On the first cycle, we stress fraternize in exactly the same
way as designate, described under (47)-(49):
(54) fraternization
[a er ayz] ey on
s w
s

w

V
On the next cycle, -ation is stressed in the normalway by Noun Extrametricalityand
" The reader might object that in the latter three examples, it could be -ate, ratherthan the full suffix
-ation, that is triggeringthe apparentStrongRetraction.However, there is evidence availableelsewhere that
compoundsuffixes like -ation are treatedby the stress rules as single units:the suffix -ative, being adjectival,
triggersWeak Retractionno matterwhetherit is affixed as a morphologicalunit, or as the concatenationof
-ate and -ive: pairslike illustraite - ililustrative, demonstrate - dem6nstrative are entirelyparallelto pairslike
conserve - conservative, argument - airgumentative. Hence, it is reasonableto infer that it is -ation as a
whole that must be markedto triggerthe retractiondiscussed above.
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the English Stress Rule. Strong Retraction is then blocked, since all of the syllables
present are already organized into metricalstructure:
(55)

a er ay ey on12 4
blocked
a>
English s w
s w
Strong
Stress
Retraction
Rule,
s w

V

SSA

The remainderof the derivation is carried out by Word Tree Constructionand a destressing rule to be discussed below:
(56)

a

WordTree

fraternization =>
fraternization
s w s w Destressing, s w ws w

Construction

SSA

s

w s
w

V

sg
w

The derivationof fraternization should be comparedwith that of compurgation,in
which there is no internal cycle. The rightmostfoot of this word is created by Noun
Extrametricality,the English Stress Rule, and SSA:
(57) compurgation
om ur ey Ovi Noun Extrametricality
s w
English Stress Rule
SSA
At this point, Strong Retractionis free to apply, since the first two syllables are not yet
organizedinto metricalstructure.The final resultderives from WordTree Construction:
(58) compurgation
s w s w

V

StrongRetraction
WordTree Construction

V

w\V/
It can be seen that underthe analysis proposedhere, the unusualretractionbehavior
of -ation is no accident. The fact that -ation assigns stress to its left only when no
previously assigned stress occurs there follows from an independentlymotivated prop12

2.6.3.

I assume that the suffix spelled as -ion is phonologically/yVn/. This assumptionis justified in section
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erty of the Strong Retraction rule: namely, that it is blocked whenever its application
would obliterate previously created metrical structure.'3The standardexamples motivating the cycle also fall out straightforwardlyfrom the analysis, as (59) shows:
(59) [compensat]ion [condens]ation
s w
\/
_English
s
Xv
v s4;

vv

first cycle:
Long Vowel Stressing
Stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Tree Construction

VWord

compensation
s w s w
V
\/
blocked
compensa-tion
s w s w
w

s

condensation
s w
_
V
vV

second cycle:
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule

blocked
condensation
s w

Strong Retraction
WordTree Construction
RhythmRule (cf. Kiparsky(1979))

s

w

SSA

s

ww

It is worth pointing out that Kiparsky (1979) has come to essentially the same
conclusion concerning the organizationof the cyclic stress rules as I have, althoughon
quite different grounds. Kiparsky's argumentis based on the contrast between words
like those in (60a) and those in (60b):
2

3

(60) a.

1

iconoclastic
3

2

1

anticipation
3

2

1

superiority

2

3

1

3

2

1

b. Ticonderoga - Ticonderoga
2

3

1

3

2

1

Ompompanoosuc - Ompompanoosuc
2

3

1

3

2

1

Dodecanesian - Dodecanesian

For many speakers, the words of (60a) must be pronouncedwith weaker stress on the
initialsyllable than on the second, whereas in the words of (60b), either secondary stress
may be the stronger. The difference presumablyresults from the derivationalhistory of
the words of (60a), as the base words from which they are formed all have second
syllables with stronger stress than their initial syllables: iconoclast,

acnticipate, supe'rior.

To account for the difference, Kiparskymakes two assumptions:first, that word trees
in English are freely constructed as right-or left-branching;and second, that the cyclic
1' One initiallyplausibleway of saving LP's analysis would be to say that their stress rule may not apply
unless there is at least one syllablein its domainthat has not yet been incorporatedinto the metricalstructure.
This alternativewill fail, however, for all Weak Retractors,as in cases like m6llusk - molluscoid. For full
discussion, see Hayes (1981, 167-169).
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applicationof the stress rules is governedby the followingprinciple:"Metricalstructure
assigned in earlier cycles is kept, insofar as it is not redrawnby (the foot construction
rules)" (p. 422).
The first assumption allows for two metrical structuresto be erected over Ticonderoga, one left- and one right-branching:
2 3

1

3 2

(61) Ticonderoga
s

w

ws

w

Xs

ws

s

w

s

1

Ticonderoga

w

s

w

s

wW

This will account for the phonetic stressings, given LP's algorithm(p. 259) for determining the relative prominence of secondary stresses. In superiority,however, cyclic
applicationof the stress rules will force the constructionof a left-branchingtree, so that
only the 3-2-1 stressing is derived:
3

(62) [superior]ity =

1

2

superiority
s wsww

s ww

sww

w

s

w

s

s

I
Kiparsky's assumption that metrical structure is preserved as much as possible
agrees fully with our own proposal, in which only the English Stress Rule is allowed to
obliterate previously created structure. Our analysis has the advantageof formulating
in an explicit and well-motivated way the principle of rule applicationthat Kiparsky
must assume to make his analysis work.
2.5. Destressing Rules

I assume, following Selkirk (1980), that destressing rules are actually rules of foot deletion: they wipe out the metrical structureof a foot, leaving its syllables to be adjoined
to another foot by SSA. In this section, I will discuss two destressing rules, each of
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which has the effect of removing a large numberof apparentexceptions to our rules of
foot construction.
The most importantdestressing rule deletes a nonbranchingfoot structurewhen it
is nonfinal and metrically weak. We will call the rule Prestress Destressing, stating it
with formalismborrowedfrom Prince (1980):
(63) Prestress Destressing
w

I
"F"->4H

F

In one of its functions, the rule expresses an insight due originallyto Halle (1973): at
the left edge of English words, it is far easier to specify when a syllable is not stressed,
ratherthan when it is. Our analysis accounts for this patternin the same way as LP's:
the foot construction rules inevitably will stress the first syllable of any word, which
then loses its stress if the conditions of (63) are met:
Noun Extrametricality
(64) Connecticut
s ww
English Stress Rule, SSA

V//

_

<

w

s

StrongRetraction
WordTree Construction

\V
Connecticut
w s ww

Prestress Destressing
SSA

\su

Prestress Destressing also removes certain feet that arise in cyclic derivations. An
example is the end of the derivationunder (56) for fraternization:
(65)

a

WordTree
Construction

fr'aternizaition
fraternization a
s w s w Prestress
s w ws w
Destressing,
V
SSA
s
s w s

V

w

5
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The rule is subject to a number of segmental conditions, motivated at length in LP.
Roughly, these are that only light syllables destress in initial position (with a special
exemption for Latinate prefixes), and only open syllables in medial position. The importantpoint here is that the rule can trim back most of the excess structurecreated by
the rules proposedso far. Notice thatour ruledoes not removefeet in poststress position,
as in cutrsory, provocative. We will show below that this form of destressing must be
carriedout by a separate rule.
Another importantdestressing rule is presented in Kiparsky (1979). Kiparsky observes that before the suffixes -ory and -ary, the Weak mode of stress retraction is
normallyfound:
(66) olfactory
trajectory
perfunctory

elementary
anniversary
valedictory

preliminary
premonitory
lfterary

This much follows automaticallyfrom the rules proposed so far, providedthat we adopt
the additionalmachinerydeveloped in LP: specifically, we assume that the two suffixes
are underlyinglymonosyllabic, with final IyI glides that are syllabifiedby rule (3) only
after the constructionand labelingof the word tree. The destressed variantsof -ory and
-ary follow from a rule to be presented in section 2.6.1. Aside from these peculiarities,
-ary and -ory are entirely parallel to other weak retractingsuffixes like -oid and -ine.
Whatis of interest here is the fact that numerousputativeexceptions to WeakRetraction
with these suffixes can also be found: cf. legendacry, m6mentary, voluntacry,desultory,

repertory, inventory. The exceptionality is systematic: what appears to be Strong Retraction applies when the word-finalfoot is preceded by two syllables, of which the
second ends in a sonorant. To handle this, Kiparsky proposes that Weak Retraction
applies normallyin these words, but that the foot it constructs is sometimes deleted by
a destressing rule, which we will phrase as follows:
(67) Sonorant Destressing
F
"F"`FF

R
V [+ son]
Condition:Fi is not dominatedby s.
The condition that Fi not be dominatedby s ensures that strong feet created on earlier
cycles will not be removed: cf. infirmary, responsory, dispensary. This means that

Sonorant Destressing has to apply in the cycle after the foot construction rules, but
before Word Tree Construction, since the word tree would mark the second syllables
of legendary, desultory,etc., as strong,just like the correspondingsyllables of olfactory,
elementary. Some illustrativederivationsare as follows:
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[elementlary

[infirmlary

first cycle

vw

desultory

elementary

trajectory

wV
infirmary

last cycle:
foot construction

j

W

w s

SonorantDestressing

desultory
s w

SSA

desultory elementary
s ws w sw s ww
NV
s

w

V

trajectory infirmary
ws ww w s ww

V

sXl

V

\ s\9/

IV,

\ sJ

Word Tree Construction
SonorantSyllabification,
SSA

destressing rules, SSA

s

Kiparsky points out that Sonorant Destressing also removes many of the supposed
exceptions to the Weak Retractionpatternof other nominaland adjectival suffixes, as
the following data show:
(69) a.
b.
c.

salamaindroid
epicycloid
qiuadripairtite
archimandrite
elephaintine
adamantine

mollu'scoid
arachnoid
stalactite
gelignite
smaragdine
ulexine

helminthoid
cylindroid
gilbertite
argentite
sepentine
sa'turnine

There are only a few exceptions to the generalization,such as odontoid and Tridentine.
Here I would like to extend the rule a bit further, and suggest that it applies pervasively among monomorphemicwords as well. With this assumption,we can improve
the predictionsmade by earlieranalyses, as well as remove a very largeclass of potential
counterexamplesto the rules proposed here. The words in question are of the form (70):
(70) a.

Hottentot
balderdash
Hackensack
Algernon

Jackendoff
ampersand
Arkansas
mackintosh

b. davenport
cavalcade
merchandise
Aberdeen

Appelbaum
palindrome
misanthrope
nightingale
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These words all have final secondary stress, determined either by a foot present in
underlyingrepresentation,as in (70a), or by Long Vowel Stressing, as in (70b). Without
Sonorant Destressing, we would predict penultimatemain stress for these words, as
(71) shows for ampersand and merchandise:

(71) a.

am er and

b.
c.

am er AId
l l

er an ays

underlyingrepresentation

er an ays

Long Vowel Stressing

er an At
III
l l

Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
Strong Retraction

d. *ampersand *merchandise

l

w

s w

lll

w

V/

Word Tree Construction

s w

vI
s/

ss

But if we assume that Sonorant Destressing may apply here, the right pattern results.
After (71c), the derivationswould continue as under (72):
(72) d.

am er and

e.

ampersand
w

s
s

er an ays

SonorantDestressing, SSA

s w

w

s

merchandise

w

Word Tree Construction

w

s
s

w

There is good evidence that the words of (70) are derivedby SonorantDestressingrather
than by some other means, in that among the cases where SonorantDestressing is not
applicable, penultimatestress is the norm:'4
(73) a.

Adirondack
Eniwetok
Agamemnon
Kalimantan

Massapequod
Memphremagog
Aniakchak
Girilambone

b. Monadnock
Hopatcong
Aquidneck
Penobscot

delicti
Ojibway
decathlon
Aroostook

14
Note also the following datum from Trammell (1978): 89 percent of Trammell's subjects who had never
heard the word opodeld6c before guessed that it would have penultimate main stress.
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These words will be derived by our rules as follows:
(74) Adirondack Monadnock

Adirondack Monadnock

underlyingrepresentation

Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule

Adirondack Monadnock
s w

StrongRetraction

SonorantDestressing
Adirondack Monadnock
s w
ws
w

s

w

s

Word Tree Construction
Prestress Destressing, SSA

w

sW
Notice that a system such as that of SPE, which postulatesthat StrongRetractionis the
norm for monomorphemicitems, is unable to distinguishbetween the regularpatterns
found in (70) and (73). Under the present analysis the difference derives automatically
from independently motivated rules. Only a handful of words need have exceptional
markingsin the lexicon: in particular,words like palimpsest, Arbuthnot,and dnecdote
must be markedas exceptions to Noun Extrametricality,so that the English Stress Rule
will stress their final syllables and allow Strong Retractionto form a binaryfoot.
The rules of Prestress Destressing and SonorantDestressing have a common property, which is that neither ever acts to remove a foot in strong metrical position. This
is written into the formalismof Prestress Destressing, and is an external constrainton
Sonorant Destressing. Other destressing rules have this propertyas well. An example
is the "Arab" Rule, motivated in Ross (1972, 255), which takes the form (75) when
translatedinto a metricalframework:
(75) "Arab" Rule (metrical version)
w

IT
R

R
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A further rule to be presented in section 2.6.1 also must be prevented from deleting
strongfeet, as must a rule from TiberianHebrew presentedin Hayes (1981, 98). I would
conjecture, then, that this is a general propertyof destressingrules; that is, that we can
simplify the formulation of all of them by replacing the extraneous ws and external
constraints with the universal condition (76):
(76) No foot in strong metricalposition may be deleted.
*S

I
The constraint (76) takes over much of the work done by LP's filter [- stress], which
must be abandonedin a theory lacking a stress feature.'5

2.6. Ternary Feet in Nonfinal Position

One importantaspect of the rules presented here is that they can create trisyllabicfeet
on the surface, even though they are formulatedonly to produce maximallydisyllabic
feet. In word-final position, this results from the joint effects of extrametricalityand
SSA. However, not all surfacqeternary
feet in English are word-final.The possibility of
accounting for these feet using extrametricalityis precludedby the constraintthat extrametricalityrules may apply only at the right edge of the stress domain. As it turns
out, however, the three regularcases in which such feet turn up can all be fitted into
the system with only minimal,independentlymotivatedadjustments-no additionalfoot
construction rules are necessary.
2.6.1. Cases of the Type Winnepesaukee. Nonfinal ternaryfeet frequentlyshow up in
long monomorphemicwords, such as Winnepesaukee,Tatamagouchi.Our rules as formulated so far would appear to produce the incorrect stressings *Winnepesaukee,
*Tataimagouchi, by the applicationof Strong Retractionin all syllables preceding the
penult. A closer look at the data, however, shows that this need not be so. Observe first
the patterndisplayedby the followinglist of words, which is apparentlythe normamong
long monomorphemicwords in English.
(77) a.

abracadabra
Liuxipalflla
Pemigewassett
Okefenokee
Nebuchadnezzar
paraphernalia
Kilimanjaro

b. Mamaironeck
Escuiminac
Saskatchewan
Assiniboine
Oktibbeha
Ashurbanipal
Genadenhu'tten

c. Kalamazoo
Hardecanu'te
Allamakee
Illilouette
Mattamuskeet
Antigonish
Gallipolfs

If the rightmostfoot of the word is the strongest, as in (77a), then the foot that precedes
15 The "Foot Fixing" rule in Prince (1980) would be a counterexample to (76). As Prince points
out,
however, the rule is not at all essential to his analysis.
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it is ternary.If the rightmostfoot is weak, the foot thatprecedes it is binary.The contrast
is illustratedin (78):
(78) 'abracadabra
s

ww

S'aska1tchewan

w

s

s

w

w

w

)

w

s5

Note that the relevant factor has to be the labeling of the final foot, rather than its
syllable count, since in the words of (77c), we find that monosyllabicfinal feet that are
idiosyncraticallystrongfollow the same patternas the more commonpolysyllabicstrong
final feet.
This relationshipinitially seems to pose an orderingparadox:the word tree, which
establishes the relative prominenceof the feet, must surely be drawn after the feet are
constructed. But the configurationof the feet seems to depend on the labeling of the
word tree. The theory proposed here provides a solution to the paradox. We have
assumed that all feet in a word to the left of the one assigned by the English Stress Rule
are constructed by Strong Retraction,so that at some stage of its derivationa word like
abracadabrahas the following metrical structure:
(79) abracadabra
w

s ws

w

w

s

\ V
\s
In (79), the rightmostfoot has been constructedby the EnglishStress Rule, the remaining
two by StrongRetraction.(79) may be converted to the correct outputif we apply a rule
that looks like (80):
(80)

"F "-+/F

R
v

That is, delete a binary foot whose first syllable is open and which is immediately
preceded by a nonbranchingfoot. Rule (80) would apply to the representationof (79)
as follows:
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abracadacbra
abracadabra a
s w SSA s wws w

V
w

s

Essentially the same derivationwould be observedfor wordslike Kalamazoo, Illiloue'tte.
But for the class of words exemplifiedby Sa'skatchewan,Mamaroneck,rule (80) would
be blocked: the foot to be destressed would be in strong metrical position, so that to
remove it would violate the universal principle(76). It is clear, then, that our analysis
can capture the distinction between (77a,c) and (77b) without encounteringan ordering
paradox.
Interestingly, the rule (80) needed to implementthe solution is already motivated
elsewhere: it is the Poststress Destressing rule needed to account for the destressed
alternants of suffixes like -ory, -ary, and -ative following stressed syllables-cf.
advisory vs. admonitory, infirmary vs. corollary, alternative vs. imitative, etc. The

derivationof a typical case, cursory, is quite parallelto that of abracadabra:
(82)

cursory

>

foot construction
rules,
WordTree Construction

#'

Sonorant
Syllabification,
SSA

sw,

cursori

sw
s

w

\VIV
Z:>

Poststress
Destressing

cursori

>

SSA

cuirsori

s ww
sg

Just as before, a foot must be metrically weak in order to be removed: cf. McGrory,
canary, creative.

The analysis depends on the assumptionthat, contraryto LP, Poststress Destressing
is a separate rule from Prestress Destressing-unlike the latter, it is able to remove
branchingfeet. This seems to be a reasonable claim. First of all, in order to unite the
two rules LP must assume a conventionfor SSA which appearsrelativelycomplex when
translatedinto a purely metricalframework:it must join a stray syllable sometimes to
the nearest foot, sometimes to the word tree. LP must also posit an ad hoc rule of Foot
Formationin order to prevent -ory, -ary, and -ative from destressing when they follow
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a stressless syllable. Finally, there is at least one morphemewhich is an exception to
Poststress Destressing, but not to Prestress Destressing: many speakers say Hanover
but Hanove'rian.

The analysis accounts nicely for an unexplainedobservation made in LP (p. 276).
Whenever stress retractionoccurs across a domain of four syllables, the normal case
is for two binary feet to be created, ratherthan a nonbranchingand a ternaryone:
(83) Popoc'atepetl Okaloacoochee
Hanamanioa ipecacua-na

Apala'chicola
onomatopoeia

Antananarivo
hamamelidainthemum

Under our analysis, these cases are just what we would expect, since it is Strong
Retraction, a binary foot constructionrule, that erects the nonfinalfeet in the words of
(83). The medial feet of these words do not delete, since the feet that precede them
branch.The examples of (83) are thus parallelin theirbehaviorto words like promissory,
apothecary, and imitative.

Another bit of evidence that the same rule is applying in both contexts is that in
both cases, destressing is blocked if the first syllable of the foot to be removed is closed,
as in (84):
(84) a.
b.

Monongahela Atascadero
carbiuncle
ancestor

Ticonderoga
autopsy

Ompompanoosuc
cucumber

There are a few words that might suggest that Poststress Destressing should be formulatedto remove feet whose first syllables are closed as well:
(85) gailaxy
cylinder

liberty
provender

chivalry
Timilty

However, it is not necessary for Poststress Destressing to apply to these words at all
in order to derive the correct output. We can just as well say that their final syllables,
includingthe final /y/ or Irl, are extrametrical,which is the regularcase for nouns:
(86) galaxy
a aksy
a Akg
Sw

galaksi
sw

rhyme projection
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule, SSA
SonorantSyllabification,SSA

w

Notice that there are cases where this solution is the only one that will work: words like
presidency, relevancy can be derived only with extrametricality,not by Poststress De-
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stressing. Cases like interminable, indomitable, vegetable (for those who say
[veJaD3bal])similarlyshow that underlyingnonsyllabic sonorantsthat are later syllabified must be counted as part of a precedingextrametricalsyllable.
I have mentioned Kiparsky's claim that word trees may be freely constructed as
right-or left-branching,insofaras their shape is not dictatedby the cycle. This proposal
is intended to account for the two possible stressings of words like Ticonderoga,Ompompanoosuc, as was shown under (61). The proposalraises a problemfor the present
analysis, in that it leads us to expect stress doubletsfor words like abracadabraas well:
in addition to the derivation given in (79) and (81), the derivation (87) would also be
possible:
(87)

a

footconstruction

abracadabra a
s w s w Prestress

Word Tree Con-

abracada'bra
w sw s w

V

Destressing

struction

5

vs

w
w

w

5

In (87), the foot braca would be immunefromPoststress Destressingsince it is metrically
strong, with the output *abracadabraderivedby PrestressDestressing. I would venture
the following account of the problem. The phonetic variation resultingfrom left- and
right-branchingword trees is far greater in words like abracadabrathan in words like
Ticonderoga:destressing and vowel reductionare involved, ratherthanjust subtle differences of pitch and timing. Because of this, one of the variants is likely to achieve
exclusive listing in the lexicon-for a speaker who hears only the atbracadabravariant,
the underlyingvowel quality of the second syllable is not available, owing to the lack
of phonological alternations. In support of this, note that for a few words, the stress
contour resultingfrom a left-branchingtree has won out: cf. amanuensis, Atchafalaya,
Epa'minondas.The right-branchingstressings are statistically predominant,a fact that
finds its parallelin the preferenceof most speakersfor the 2-3-1 over the 3-2-1 stressing
of Ticonderoga.Notice that for many speakers, the word Constaintinoplemay only have
the 2-3-1 contour, again suggestingarbitrarylexical listing of one of the two possible
word trees.
A differentaspect of Kiparsky'sproposalreceives additionalconfirmationhere: his
claim that in cyclic derivations, word tree bracketingis always retained, insofar as it is
not altered by foot construction. Notice that morphologicallyderived long words typically do not display the pattern of secondary stress found in monomorphemicwords:
compare subliminaclitywith Okefenokee, democratization with Apalachicola, and
Maca'ssaresewith Gallipolis.This follows fromour formulationof PoststressDestressing
to apply only to feet in weak position, as shown below with the derivationsof subliminality and Okefenokee:
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first cycle

(88) [subliminaljity
s ww

7W

w

s

\/
Okefenokee

subliminality

s w

s Ws ww

V

Vt
5

w

second cycle:
Noun Extrametricality
sEnglish Stress Rule
SSA

s
Okefenokee

-/

Strong Retraction

12W1
Okefenokee

subliminality
s

w

XYs s/

s

/

w w

5

subliminality Okefenokee
w s Ws ww

s ww s w

Poststress Destressing
Prestress Destressing

SSA

v
w

Word Tree Construction

w

s ws

Wsww

s

w

s

The word miscegenation is an interesting example of this phenomenon. Although its
hypothetical embedded verb miscegenate is not found in the dictionary, it seems like
a very plausible word. As a look in the entries in Walker (1791) will show, the back
formation of verbs in -ate from nouns in -ation has been a highly productive process
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over the past two centuries. By now, in fact, there are ratherfew -ation nouns left that
lack a correspondingverb. It therefore is not surprisingthat we find two possible pronunciations for miscegenation: miscegenaction, presumably from speakers who have
mentally back-formed the verb miscegenaite; and miscegena-tion,from speakers for
whom the noun is derived in a single cycle.
The analysis presented here leads us to sharpen our formulationof SSA. Notice
that the rule of Poststress Destressing can create stray syllables that are located between
two feet, as in the first step of (81). The SSA convention as it is formulatedunder (21)
is ambiguouswith regardto which foot the stray syllables are to be adjoinedto. Clearly,
we wish to avoid joining them to the right, in that this would allow the rule of Prestress
Destressing to wipe out the initial foot as well:
(89)

abracadabra

=>

*abracadabra

=>

w w s w Prestress w wws
\
Destressing

SSA
(stupid

w

s

version)

5

w Vvs~~~~~~~~~~

Even if this result is avertedby addingad hoc complicationsto the PrestressDestressing
rule, we would still have trouble in accountingfor the applicationof foot-boundedrules
(cf. Kiparsky(1979), Selkirk(1980))in parallelcases. In orderto account for the flapped
It! of Attawapiskat, Mattamuskeet, we must assume a constituent structurelike (90a)
ratherthan (90b):
(90) a.

Attawapiskat
s

w ws

b. Attawapiskat

w

w ws

X
w

w

\t~V
s

s
w

s

(This argumentis due to Selkirk(1980).)My suggestionhere is that the SSA convention
should be augmented with the proviso that, at least in ambiguous cases, it must be
structure-preserving:stray syllables adjoin (as weak members)to the left in languages
in which feet are labeled s w, and to the rightin languageswith w s feet. 6 This provision
16 A more sophisticated version of this structure-preserving constraint is formulated in
Hayes (1981,
100-102), with evidence from Tiberian Hebrew.
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also ensures that when SonorantDestressing applies in words like ampersand(cf. (72)),
the branchingstructurethat results will be A 1,ratherthan I A; so that the word tree
labeling rule will assign antepenultimate,not final, main stress.
There is a small residue of monomorphemicwords in which a nonfinalternaryfoot
appears in strong metricalposition, and hence cannot be derived by destressing:
(91) a. Manitowoc
caitamar'an
hu'llabaloo
Altamaha

b. rigamarole
tacamahac
razzamatazz

c. gobbledygook
budgerigar

At least the examples under (91a) would appear to require brute force lexical listing.
This is not a bad result, however, in thatthe stress patternthey displayis not a productive
one in English: the words that have this pattern have for the most part crept in from
more regularcategories. For example, all the words under (91a) are markedwith final
main stress in Kenyon and Knott (1944). The more recent shifted stressings have regularized the word tree labeling, while retainingthe old foot structure.Quite plausibly,
the reduction to schwa of their second vowels has inhibitedthe regularizationof their
feet. The words of (91b) all have older trisyllabic variants: rigmarole, tackmahacck,
razzmataczz,which represent entirely regularstressings. The more recent versions may
representa drift toward the stereotypedpatternfound in expressions like thingamabob,
whatsamaji'gger,Fishamaji'g,and whatchamacallit.Notice that the last expression, with
a branchingfinal foot, is highly aberrantwithin the English word stress system, suggesting perhapsthat the phenomenonis phrasalin nature,and not to be includedwithin
the word stress rules. The words of (91c) have a highly unusual stressless but tense [i]
in medial position. This suggests that they are pseudocompounds,with the structures
gobbledy#gook, budgeri#gar: the idiosyncratic internal word boundarywould allow
for the stressless tense [i] by virtue of the word-finaltensing rule (LP, 273), and the
stress would be derived by the normalrules for nominalcompounds.
Aside from these examples, however, the facts do not support the adoption of an
additional rule of ternary foot construction: notice that if we did stress words like
Winnepesaukeeusing such a rule, some ad hoc principlewould be requiredto rule out
ternaryfoot constructionin words like Apalachicola. By contrast,the analysis presented
here requires no rules to derive the regularcases that are not motivated elsewhere.
2.6.2. Greek-DerivedCompounds. LP point out that Long Retractionis the norm for
morphologicallycomplex words derived from Greek, as in the following examples:
(92) a. helicograph sideroscope
b. electrograph laryngoscope

heteronym
kaleidoscope

praxinoscope
homony'm

The cases under (92a) pose a problem for our analysis, in that they display nonfinal
ternaryfeet in strong metricalposition. The forms involve a furthermystery in that they
regularlyhave stress on theirfinal syllables, even thoughon purelyphonologicalgrounds
we would often expect stress on a syllable lying further to the left. The situation is
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complicated still furtherby the fact that when suffixes are added to words like those of
(92), the final syllables lose their stress, as in (93):'
(93) heteronymous

pentagonal

helicography

We can solve all of these problems by assuming with Siegel (1974) and Strauss
(1979) that the words in question are compounds, reduced under normalcircumstances
to single phonologicalwords. There is evidence for the compoundanalysis from several
sources: (a) The prefixes involved are often used as single words, as in photo, bio, homo,
hetero. (b) As Siegel (1974) points out, words like those of (92) undergo conjunction
reduction in the same way as ordinary compounds: cf. hyper- and hypothyroid,like
apple and cherry pie. (c) Though much interspeakervariationprevails, we often find
main stress falling on the prefix, in violation of the normalword tree labelingrule: from
various

speakers

one

will

hear protolanguage,

blochemistry,

monoacid,

and

pseudointellectual. This would follow straightforwardlyfrom the labelingrule for nominal compounds. (d) In a few words, such as dactylopatagium, choanoflagellida, we find

three stressless syllables in a row. This is totally underivablewithin single words, but
quite possible in compounds. (e) The final prefix vowel is often tense, as in electr[ow]graiph, pterid[ow]phyte, aut[ow]gfro, andpol[i]gon from Kenyon and Knott (1944).This
results straightforwardlyfrom the rule of Final Tensing, given that a compoundwould
contain an internalword boundary.
The cost of the compound solution is twofold: we need to mark the final rhymes
of the Greek prefixes as extrametrical,just like nouns, and we need a rule which sporadically reduces the compounds to the structureof single words, so as to account for
the cases of prefix-final-o and -y that are not tensed, and for those word tree labelings
that obey the rules for single words, ratherthancompounds.This can be done by deleting
the brackets

[word

and ] word in the environment /

[word

. . .

. . .

] word- The rule

clearly must follow the foot constructionrules, since we do not want them to apply later
in the cycle to derive, say, *heteronymfrom he'teronym.In addition, because the only
rules that need precede the bracket erasure rule are stress rules, we are free to list its
output in the lexicon. This has two favorableconsequences: it provides a simple means
of accounting for the particularassortment of tensed -os and word tree labelings that
an individualspeaker prefers;and it predicts that reducedprefix-stem words should be
available for furtheraffixation, hence furthercyclic stressing, as in the words of (93).
2.6.3. Ternary Feet across VV and the i-y Rule.

There is one further environment

where ternaryfeet systematicallyoccur on the surfacein English:LP claim (p. 276) that
whenever stress is retractedacross a sequence of two adjacentshort vowels, the Long
mode of stress retractionis selected, no matterwhattype of retractionwould be indicated
by the morphologicalenvironment.For example, variegaite and deterioraite exhibit Long
17 Stress shifts like microscope microscopy, ichthyophage- ichthy6phagyseem to violate the phonological requirementson stress placement.To derive them, we must invoke the allomorphyrule motivated
in Kiparsky(1979, 431-432), which shortensthe vowel of a stem before a suffix.
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Retraction, despite the status of -ate as a Strong Retractor; while in me'teoroidand
Ebionite, the WeakRetractioncharacteristicof -oid and -ite is overriddenby the presence
of VV.
A closer look at the relevant cases shows that they all fit a pattern much more
specific than VV: in each case the first short vowel is [i].
(94) alienate
ameliorate
deteriorate
variegate
etiol'ate

varioloid
m'teoroid
vestuvianite
Ebionite
meteorite

propionate
petiolate
toreador

LP list more cases, but these can be handledby devices alreadypresented.(Theiretoilate
is apparently a misprint for etiolate.) Chomsky and Halle (1968) point out that the
appearance of [i] or [y] in the environment / C

V is to a large extent predictable

by rule, although some degree of dialectal and lexical idiosyncrasy is present. This
suggests a means (proposedtentatively in SPE) of accountingfor words like deteriorate
and meteoroid without directly constructingternaryfeet. If we assume that when the
stress rules apply the surface [i] of these words appears as /y!, the correct stressings
will result from the ordinaryapplicationof the English Stress Rule or StrongRetraction.
A later rule is needed to change /y/ to [i].
(95) met[y]oroid deter[y]orate
w
s

met[y]oroid deter[y]orate
w
s
X w
s

w

w

Long Vowel Stressing
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction

w

s

V
me't[i]or'oid dete'r[i]or'ate

s ww

ws ww

5

Prestress Destressing, SSA

5

s
s~

w
w

\

y i-> , SS A

/
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The theory is made plausible by cases in which the /y! optionally shows up on the
surface: amel[i,y]orate, al[i,y]enate. In addition, we find two cases, meridional and

dialectal e'splonage, in which a quaternaryfoot is found. These stress patterns cannot
be derived at all under LP's theory, but they follow nicely from the underlyingrepresentations meridjy]onal and esp[y]onage under the suggested analysis.
In order to make our solution work, we must (a) assume that all instances of [i] in
the relevant positions are underlyingly!y/; (b) show that the later rule which governs
the surface distributionof [i] and [y] operates in the directiony to i ratherthan i to y. The
latter task is especially important,since in SPE it was proposed that the rule works in
the opposite direction.
The main reason SPE assumed an i to y rule was to account for the behavior of
suffixes like -ion and -ious, which always assign stress to the immediatelypreceding
syllable. Under the SPE rules, this would follow only if these suffixes had underlyingly
disyllabic forms such as /iVn/ and /ios/, so that two syllables would be availablefor the
stress rule to skip across. However, under the theory assumed here, stress rules are
based on syllable quantity, so that representationslike !yVn! and !yos/ will do just as
well. At the relevant stage of the derivation, no syllable-initialCy clusters exist in
English, so that any COVCsequence preceding /yVn! or /yos! will count as a closed
syllable, and thus receive stress just like any other heavy penult. Because of this, the
behavior of suffixes like -ion and -ious cannot be taken as an argumentagainstassuming
a y to i rule.
In fact, one can argue that the rule must have the formy -- i. Notice first that there
are a fair numberof environmentsin which [i] always appears:
(96) a.
b.

i [d,t,r,O]
i/n +

c.

ilL

d.

i/C

V
+ V

C

invidious, Poinsettia, imperial, Cynthia
centennial, felonious, colonial

Vesuvianite, champion, Kentuckian
delineate, pecuniary, teleology

IF

(The last environment of (96) would in more traditionalterms be expressed as / C
L

].). These facts in themselves do not require a rule of the form yi,

+

since they could as easily be expressed as lexical redundancyrules. However, there is
also an environmentwhere [y] is the norm:
Vn#

(97) y /

onion, companion, opinion, vermilion, rebellion, rapscallion

When the two opposing rules conflict, the segment that wins out is always [i]:
(98) i / [d,t,r,O]

i/ n +
i/ [icor]
i/C

[F

Vn#

+ Vn#
Vn#
Vn#

Kantian, accordion, criterion, Pythian

Newtonian, Oxonian, Darwinian
champion, Vivian, Parseghian
julienne
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This systematic patterncannot be expressed using redundancyrules, without the introduction of ad hoc and hitherto unattested precedence principles. The situation seems
to demand rule ordering:the pattern of (96) must be expressed as a phonological rule,
applying in the direction y -* i and ordered after (97). Rule (97) need not precede any
phonological rule, so we are free to formulateit as a lexical redundancyrule.
In the environment / Vl

, the relevant vocabulary splits into two categories:

words with invariant [i] and words with free variation between [i] and [y]. There is
naturallya great deal of variationamong speakers;for the dialect of Kenyon and Knott
(1944) we find:
(99) a.
b.

Invariant[i]: memorabilia oleoresin hemophilia
Castalia
-ium words (helium, endothelium,etc.)
Free Variation: camellia
portfolio heliotrope
mammalian regalia

If we assume a y -> i rule, the split can be described quite neatly: invariant[i] words
have /il in the lexicon, while alternatingwords have /y/, optionally vocalized by rule
(100): 8
(100) y -> i / Vl

By contrast, if the rule goes in the direction i -* y, the lexicon must be riddled with
exception features. Our claim is reinforced by the words ending in Vl{ Y Vn, which
generally show free variation: cf. sesquipedalian, mammalian, episcopalian, Aristotelian, Mongolian, tatterdemalion, chameleon, Napoleon. This is just what the theory

predicts: the redundancy rule (97) specifies underlying /y/, which is then optionally
vocalized by rule (100).
Looking back at the cases of mysterious Long Retraction, we find that every one
involves an [i] in one of the environmentsfor vocalization-either (96a), (96c), or rule
(100). In the last case, the rule correctly predicts free variation:al[i,y]enate, amel[i,y]orate. Thus, by postulatingunderlying/y! in these words, we can solve the problem of
apparentLong Retractionover VV.
Another argumentin favor of a y -* i rule can be based on words like beneficiary,
auxiliary.These words have two possible pronunciations,one with [i] and a full, stressed
vowel in -ary, the other with [y] and a reduced vowel in -ary. (In beneficiary, [y] is
deleted by a later rule.) The two pronunciationsfollow straightforwardlyfrom the following assumptions:(a) Orthographici in these words is phonologically/y/; and (b) rule
(96d) and Poststress Destressing are orderedfreely with respect to each other. This will
derive the two pronunciationsof auxiliary as follows:
18
Rule (100) has two exceptions, Australian and peculiar. These are vastly outnumberedby the words
fallinginto one of the patternsof (99).

EXTRAMETRICALITY

(101)

AND

auxilyary

ENGLISH

a

sw

Sonorant

construction

Syllabification,
w s
SSA

s

a.

auxilyari

tree

w s w

=>
(96d),
SSA

w

s

auxiliari
| swsw
I
w
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s w

blocked
>
Poststress
Destressing

VI sW
b.

=>
Poststress

auxflyari
s ww

blocked
>
(96d)

Destressing,

SSA

\
w

s

The y -> i rule and Poststress Destressing bleed each other, producing the correct
outputs. Notice that it would be impossible to derive the same results with an i -* y
rule, without adding a thoroughlyad hoc provision to it: we would have to allow li/ to
become [y] before -ary and -ative (which alternates in the same way), despite the fact
that [y] is otherwise never found in the environmentC
V. Even worse, this analysis
would miss the generalizationthat it is exactly those stressed suffixes that have stressless
alternantswhich may be preceded by [y]. Again, we conclude that a y -> i analysis is
the superiorone, thus reinforcingour account of Long Retractionover VV.
2.7. The Fate of Extrametricality Markings

I have so far left unresolved the issue of where in the phonologicalderivation(if at all)
words lose their markingsfor the feature [?+ex]. The problem can be split into two
issues: the fate of [+ ex] through successive phonological cycles, and whether [ + ex]
must ever be eliminatedwithinthe course of a singlephonologicalcycle. These questions
will be addressed in turn.
It is easily argued that [?+ex] must not persist through more than one cycle of a
phonological derivation. Consider, for example, the cyclically derived adjectives
parental and medicinal. If the extrametricalitymarkingsassigned on the first cycle were
retained, we would erroneously derive initial stress, as follows:
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medicinal
[ e i ii4]al

(102) parental
[a O] al

sww

s w

English Stress Rule
SSA

adriAl

e i fi

s w

sww

s ww

*

ei

first cycle:
Noun Extrametricality

.V

*a, OliAl

HAYES

l

second cycle:

Adjective Extrametricality

Al

English Stress Rule

s www

(applies vacuously)

V

,A

~SSA

s,I

Some means must therefore be found of removing the extrametricalitydiacritic from
the penults of these words. A simple solutionhas been proposedby Harris(forthcoming)
to handle similarfacts in Spanish: Harris suggests that any element markedfor extrametricalitymust lose its markingif it is not at the rightedge of the stress domain. This
is carried out by a universal PeripheralityCondition,which we can express as follows:
(103) PeripheralityCondition
[+ex]

[ex]

where Y

+ +

/
Y]D
and D is the domain of the stress rules.

The PeripheralityCondition will convert a representationlike a eA4t (on the rhyme
projection)to a en ef, leading to the properstress contourparental once the stress rules
have applied.
Notice that by adopting the PeripheralityCondition, we may dispense with the
]D, since any
requirementthat all extrametricalityrules apply in the environment/
constituent that was assigned extrametricalityin any other context would have its marking removed by the condition. We can thus formulateall extrametricalityrules in a very
simple fashion. For English, we would say

F[ + cons] segments1
(104) Mark rhymes in nouns as extrametrical.
(adjectival suffixesJ
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The PeripheralityCondition also leads us to sharpen our notion of where the extrametricalitydiacritic appears in phonological representations.The rule of Adjective
Extrametricalityapplies to the polysyllabic suffixes -ative and -atory, which accounts
for their Weak Retractionbehavior. When this happens, however, it is crucial that the
PeripheralityCondition not annul the extrametricalityof the first rhyme of a suffix in
the environment of a following rhyme. Similarly, we wish to ensure that the earlier
segments in an extrametricalrhymedo not lose their extrametricalityin the environment
of later ones. I would infer from this that extrametricalitymarkingsmust not be percolated down from higher phonologicalconstituents to lower ones-the suffix -ative is
a single extrametricalunit, and remainsso, since it occurs in word-finalposition. Similar
reasoning applies to extrametricalrhymes.
The fate of extrametricalitymarkingswithin a single cycle is a more difficultquestion-in particular,we want to know if the extrametricalitydiacriticsplay a role in the
construction and labeling of the word tree, as well as the feet. The complexity of the
English word tree labeling rules makes it difficult to come to firm conclusions, but
several facts suggest that extrametricalentities are just as invisible to word tree constructionas they are to foot construction.
According to LP, the ordinaryway of labelingthe word tree in English nouns is to
make right nodes strong if and only if they branch. This is illustratedbelow with the
labelings of Isidore and Isidora:

(105) Isidore

s w

Isidora

w

s

Suppose, however, that we allow extrametricalitymarkingsto persist throughoutthe
derivation, except when they are removed by the PeripheralityCondition. In this case,
an even simplergeneralizationemerges: the strongestfoot is the rightmostone that the
labeling rule can "see", as in (106):
(106) i i Ot

S:w
s(w)

i i oA
s w s(w)
w

s

To be specific, we propose first that the word tree rules do not bracketor label any feet
that are completely extrametrical;second, that the word tree labeling rule for English
is simply "make right nodes strong"; and finally, that any feet that remain stray after
Word Tree Construction are joined up as weak members of the tree. The latter is
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obviously a generalizationof the Stray Syllable Adjunctionconvention, moved up one
level on the prosodic hierarchy. The effects of "Stray Foot Adjunction" can be seen
below:
(107)

4
i i 0t
i i Wt 4
4>
Isidore
foot
sw
WordTree
sw
Stray Foot s w
construction V
Construction ALF
Adjunction
-F
1 W

V

W

By assuming that Word Tree Constructionrespects extrametricalitymarkings,we
can convert many of the peculiaritiesof Englishword tree labelinginto entirelyexpected
phenomena. For example, LP must add an additionalprovision to their labeling rule
(their(96D))statingthat verbs and adjectivesreceive iambiclabelingeven if the rightmost
foot does not branch, as in surround,divest, rotund, divine. This follows automatically
from the extrametricalityhypothesis, since these words do not markthe final rhyme as
extrametrical-the iambic labeling requiredby rule shows up on the surface. The argument is strengthened when we note that adjectives ending with stressed suffixes
generally have trochaic labeling:compareovert, aiugu'st,aibstractwith nubile, schizoid,
cursory(<cuirsory).This patternwould requireyet anotheradditionto the LP rules, but
follows automaticallyhere from the interactionof Adjective Extrametricalityand word
tree labeling.
Kiparsky's (1979) account of word tree construction in English provides another
argumentfor the extrametricalityapproach.Recall thatin orderto derivethe two possible
stressings for words like Ticonderoga,we must assume that the word trees for English
monomorphemesmay be freely left- or right-branching,as was shown under (61). This
raises a serious problem when we construct the possible trees for words of the type
Adirondack, Agamemnon. Assuming that the labeling convention for nouns is "right
strong iff branching", we derive two differentstress contours:
(108) a.

Adirondack
s w
w s

YV

us

w

b. *Adirondack
s w
s w w

VIsV

The situation is somewhat reminiscent of the aubracadabra- Epaminondas contrast
mentionedabove, but with a crucialdifference:while both aibracadabra
and Epazminondas
conform to canonical English stress patterns,the stress contour of *Adirondackis quite
generally excluded from the corpus. This is a serious problemfor Kiparsky'sproposal,
but one that is neatly solved underthe extrametricalityanalysis. Using extrametricality,
there is only one possible word tree for Adirondack,whose full derivationis as follows:
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underlyingrepresentation

a i on Ak

Noun Extrametricality

s w

English Stress Rule

s

Strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction

Adirnd|ack

Stray Foot Adjunction

w

STRESS

ws w
SWSW

VI
The tree that comes to the surface is the one we want. For Ticonderoga, however, it
is still possible to derive two distinct word trees, so that the good of Kiparsky'sanalysis
is retained.
A final argumentderives from the adjectivalsuffix -ative. The behaviorof this suffix
is very peculiarunder the LP analysis, in that it forms a foot that must be labeled weak
even though it branches. Under the present analysis, this follows automaticallyfrom its
status as an extrametricalsuffix, which is independently motivated by its Weak Retraction pattern.'9
We see, then, that there are several cases in which the extrametricalityanalysis
provides a motivated explanationfor what appearin LP to be arbitrarypatternsof word
tree labelingin English. The remainingad hoc accretionsto the LP labelingrule translate
straightforwardlyinto the presentframeworkas ad hoc accretionsto the extrametricality
rules, ordered in this case after foot construction.20For example, LP note that verbs
and unsuffixed adjectives eschew their normal iambic labeling when their first foot
branches, as in difficult, taciturn, gallivant, implement. We can capture this fact with
an additionalrule of the form (110):
( 110)

Late Extrametricality

Subject to the PeripheralityCondition, markrhymes as extrametricalwhen
they are preceded by a branchingfoot.
19 Some means is still necessary to place stress on -ative itself. The simplest appearsto be to mark its
final syllable as idiosyncraticallyextrametricalprior to the applicationof the stress rules, whereuponLong
Vowel Stressing will stress -ate as if it were word-final.The device of markingthe rhymes of adjectives as
idiosyncraticallyextrametricalis necessary anyway to handleexceptionalcases like awkwardand stdndard.
201 believe that LP's accretion (96C), statingthat disyllabicnouns with light initial syllables are labeled
iambically, is simply incorrect. As evidence, note the dialectal innovationsguiitar,chiffon: we would not
expect these forms to arise if they were exceptional to the general rule for labelingnouns. The statistical
generalizationthat underlies(96C) more or less disappearsif we assume the "Arab" Rule (75) as part of the
system.
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Using this rule, we can derive the stress contour of difficultas follows:
(11 ) difficult

i i ulf
s w

s w

ConsonantExtrametricality
English Stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Late Extrametricality
Word Tree Construction
Stray Foot Adjunction

s w

Verbal stems regularlydo not undergo(110), as is shown by intersect, comprehend,and
other examples.
The verbal suffixes -ate and -ize must also receive an extrametricalitymarkbefore
word tree labeling: cf. donate, baptize versus the normal retain, delight. In British
English, this rule is not needed, as we regularlyfind the patternof donate, baptize (Jones
(1928)). Historically, disyllabic -ate verbs had trochaic labeling in British English: this
is the normfor the verbs in Walker(1791).Interestingly,the shift in theirlabelingappears
to have been simultaneouswith the shift of -ate from Weak to StrongRetractionamong
the longerverbs. This can be determinedby consultingthe entriesin Walker'sdictionary,
which also has quite regularWeak Retractionin the longer verbs; in the OED, which
shows variationin both cases; and in Jones (1928), in which the two changes are nearly
complete. Under our theory, the parallel stress shifts have the same underlyingcause,
the loss of idiosyncratic extrametricalityon -ate. This rather striking evidence is of
course weakened by the failureof -ate to shift its stress in AmericanEnglishdisyllables.
The various late extrametricalityadjustmentsthat are needed appearto be limited
to the addition of [+ ex]-there are no cases in which [+ ex] must systematically be
removed. Such a case would be, for example, an adjectival suffix that triggeredWeak
Retraction,but also bore mainstress. To be sure, thereare isolatedwordslike Tennessee,
picturesque, having final main stress, but the great majority of these will have their
stress derived correctly if they never bear extrametricalitymarkingsin the first place,
being exceptions to the appropriateextrametricalityrules. A smallresidueof exceptional
cases, such as chimpainzee,rodomontade, can be regarded as the idiosyncratic construction of nonmaximalfeet by Strong Retraction, and are thus parallelto words like
Halicarnassus, incaintation.
3. Summary
To conclude, I will summarize the advantages that extrametricality brings to our description of English stress. The principal arguments are five in number: (a) The analysis
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can capturethe unity of stress assignmentin nouns and suffixed adjectives on one hand,
and verbs and unsuffixed adjectives on the other. (b) It is no longer necessary to mark
each suffix in the lexicon for one of three modes of retractionbehavior; all systematic
stress retractionfollows from independentlymotivatedrules. (c) The retractionbehavior
(actually nonretractionbehavior) of -ation in cyclic derivationsis an automaticconsequence of the rules, ratherthana mystery. (d) The stress patternof long monomorphemes
exemplified by Hackensack - Adirondack - Monadnock is a direct result of the system,

augmentedby an independentlymotivateddestressingrule. (e) Muchof what is arbitrary
in the LP rules for labelingthe word tree follows automaticallyfrom the extrametricality
rules.
In addition, the theory has forced us to examine three areas where it initially
appeared to fail. In each case, the examinationled to a deeper understandingof the
phenomenonin question:(a) The stress retractionpatternexemplifiedby Winnepesaukee,
Apalahchicola, and Mamaroneckturned out to follow neatly from the rules proposed,
augmentedby the independentlyneeded rule of Poststress Destressing. (b) The stress
behavior of Greek prefix-stem words followed straightforwardlyfrom a compound
analysis. (c) The supposed Long Retractioninduced by VV sequences turned out not
to involve a stress rule at all, but rather a segmental rule of glide vocalization, which
had favorable consequences elsewhere.
I believe that this representsprogress, in fact, progressof just the rightsort: ideally,
a formaldevice that is motivatedby its ability to captureuniversalgeneralizationsabout
stress rules should provide clearer and more insightfulaccounts of complex individual
stress systems. This is the case with the present analysis. We originally proposed a
theory of extrametricalityrules to account for three very general phenomena:the restrictionof certainfoot templatesto final position, the frequentneed for differingcriteria
in determiningthe weight of final syllables, and the asymmetryin "avoidance clauses"
such as the one governingHopi stress. Once adopted, the new device led quite directly
to a more insightfulaccount of the English stress pattern.
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